
Guest editorial: The social, ethical,
economic and political implications

of misinformation

The dramatic increase in the spreading of false information on the Internet in the form of fake
news, rumors and conspiracy theories (Di Domenico et al., 2021b), ultimately fueled by the
Covid pandemic (Zarocostas, 2020) has spurred great interdisciplinary academic interest in
the phenomenon of misinformation. Misinformation touches upon almost every aspect of our
lives, including political decisions (Allcott and Gentzkow, 2017), the perception of health-
related information (Cheng and Luo, 2021; Di Domenico et al., 2022), social media users’
behavior (Di Domenico et al., 2021a) and brands’ and consumers’ behavior in the marketplace
(Chen and Cheng, 2020). Fake news is a trending subject linked with misinformation, with
wider coverage in the literature (Ruffo et al., 2023). Fake news is intentionally fabricated to
deceive and not all users are able to distinguish it (Borges-Tiago et al., 2020), while
misinformation can arise from genuine mistakes or a lack of awareness about the accuracy of
the information. Both can be problematic in terms of their impact on public discourse and
decision-making but addressing them may require different approaches.

As the dynamics of the modern information-driven world constantly evolve, it is vital to
understand the different shades of misinformation better and disentangle its consequences
on the broader society. This need has prompted this journal to issue a call for papers for a
special issue devoted to misinformation’s social, ethical, economic and political implications.

A summary of the special issue
The call for papers received ample submissions, holding different methodological, theoretical
and empirical perspectives. After a rigorous peer-review process, this issue includes 13 full-
length papers. These papers cover a wide range of research questions that will deepen and
broaden the current understanding of the role of misinformation in the marketplace and, in
general, in our information ecosystem. We introduce the 13 accepted papers and categorize
them into four themes: new forms of misinformation, the spreading of misinformation online,
individuals’ perceptions of misinformation and combating misinformation. Such themes
provide a convenient framing to grasp misinformation research advancements better and
guide future research endeavors.

The first theme, “new forms of misinformation,” addresses the research interest around
how newAI-enabled technologies can impact individuals by creating more sophisticated and
realistic forms of misinformation. In particular, the three papers on this theme focus on the
deepfake technology. Vasist and Krishnan (2023) conduct a meta-synthesis to contextualize
deepfakes as a sociotechnical phenomenon and highlight the platform dynamics in
deepfakes’ production. The authors provide a framework acknowledging the motivations to
create deepfakes, how digital platforms facilitate deepfakes’ fabrication and dissemination,
and possible interventions to limit their spread online. Sharma et al. (2023) empirically
investigate the motivations to share political deepfakes. They highlight that political
ideological incompatibility creates political brand hate and, in turn, facilitates the intention to
share political deepfakes. The authors suggest that sharing deepfakes becomes a way to seek
revenge on the hated party and express ideological hate, strengthening one’s own ideological
beliefs. Finally, Li andWan (2023) conduct a mixed-method study to evaluate the influence of
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ethical concerns and enjoyment on the social acceptance of deepfakes. Their findings show
that ethical concerns (i.e. informed consent, privacy protection, traceability and non-
deception) affect the social acceptance of deepfakes and thus represent an entry point for the
ethical regulation of deepfake information.

The second theme, “the spreading of misinformation online,” addresses the burgeoning
question related to how and why misinformation spreads through digital environments.
Dabran-Zivan et al. (2023) undertake an interesting search engine algorithm perspective and
conduct an algorithmic audit of Google Search, emulating search queries about Covid-related
conspiracy theories in four languages (English, Arabian, Russian and Hebrew). They find
that the English language provides the highest share of high-quality information, suggesting
the existence of structural differences that significantly limit access to accurate information
in other languages. Wang et al. (2023) empirically investigate how misinformation,
particularly metaverse-related misinformation, infiltrates science and technology forums.
Adopting the elaboration likelihood model lens, the authors identify different textual and
non-textual cues that fuel the spreading of misinformation. Specifically, they suggest content
specialization, consistency and coherence affect users’ persuasion from the core path.
Conversely, the number of comments, length of text and author characteristics influence the
edge path. The third paper on this theme (Chen and Cheng, 2023) adopts a more marketing
point of view, analyzing the spreading of product-harmmisinformation diffusion. In a mixed-
method study, the authors test a model proposing that consumers’ skepticism and perceived
content credibility influence the diagnosticity of product-harm misinformation. This, in turn,
affects consumer trust toward the target company and their intentions to spread negative
electronic word-of-mouth about the company.

The third theme discusses “individuals’ perceptions of misinformation.” The papers on
this theme delve deeper into the psychological processes determining the susceptibility to
misinformation and the consequences of spreading misinformation at the individual analysis
level. Daunt et al. (2023) discuss why individuals are susceptible to political misinformation.
They use a mixed-method approach and identify conspiracy mentality and patriotism as
antecedents of belief in political fake news. Such belief, in turn, fuels the engagement with
political misinformation. Riaz et al. (2023) delve deeper into the motivations that push
individuals to search for health-related misinformation online. The authors identify personal
factors (i.e. lack of health information literacy) and environmental factors (i.e. information
overload and social media peer influence) that influence individuals’misinformation-seeking
behavior. Moreover, such factors are positively associated with social media users’ anxiety.
The last paper on this theme explores how misinformation affects peer-to-peer interactions.
Galande et al. (2023) analyze the text of misinformation accusations on X (formerly Twitter).
They identify some textual characteristics of misinformation accusations that will be useful
for social media platforms to promptly track and reduce the spreading of misinformation.

The final theme relates to “combating misinformation” and deals with identifying the
limits of individuals’willingness to fight misinformation, also proposing policy interventions
to curb the phenomenon. The first paper (Gurgun et al., 2023) explores themotivations behind
social media users’ “online silence”when encountering misinformation. The author conducts
a literature review and identifies six factors (i.e. self-oriented reasons, relationship-oriented
reasons, content-oriented reasons, technical factors, individual characteristics and others-
oriented reasons) that influence social media users’ willingness to combat misinformation
(and its spreaders) encountered online. In addition, the next two papers on this theme shed
light on the individuals’ misinformation evaluation process. Ha et al. (2023) conduct a multi-
method study and identify the cues that predict individuals’ truthfulness ratings of health
news. The authors find that source and style cues predict truthfulness better than content
cues, with source credibility being the most important cue. Furthermore, through the lens of
third-person effect, Chung (2023) indicates that individuals’ presumed media influence
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determines a higher willingness to directly take action to counter misinformation.
Conversely, presumed media influence on others predicts support for government- and
platform-led initiatives to fight misinformation. Finally, Marx et al. (2023) investigate the
communication behavior of health organizations onX during the Covid-19 pandemic, to shed
light on how communication framing helps toward fighting misinformation on social media.
The authors showed that health organizations used several common and innovative framing
devices, such as “infographics,” “pop culture references,” and “internet-native symbolism” to
frame their communication of vaccination campaigns. The authors inform decision-makers
and public health organizations about tailoring the communication to internet-native
audiences and guide strategies to carry out information campaigns in misinformation-laden
social media environments.

Conclusions and future research
Collectively, the contributions in this special issue provide insights into the different
implications of misinformation on our society. They also inform policy-makers and
practitioners, social media platforms in particular, on possible solutions to curb the
phenomenon and limit its impact. At the same time, these papers raise interesting questions
to further advance our knowledge on this lingering topic.

Nowadays, digital technologies dominate the informational landscape. New AI-enabled
technologies provide unprecedented opportunities for malicious actors to create and
distribute more realistic and sophisticated forms of misinformation, such as deepfakes and
manipulated media. How can social media platforms limit the distribution of malicious
deepfakes, balancing users’ enjoyment with the need to limit the spreading of
misinformation? Moreover, the role of algorithms in limiting or, unfortunately, facilitating
users’ exposure to misinformation deserves further attention. What is the rationale behind
the functioning of such algorithms?What is the origin of the differences in the algorithmically
determined selection of content Internet users are exposed to?

Shifting the attention to governmental organizations and individuals, the papers in this
issue have shown how tailored communication from health authorities can have a positive
impact in limiting the effect of misinformation on consumers. However, consumers often
conform to online silence and prefer not to fight misinformation online. How can we create a
more proactive digital environment where misinformation is challenged when encountered?
Does silence also exist in offline contexts or is it just an online behavior?

Finally, the papers in this issue analyze the direct consequences of misinformation on
individuals and organizations. However, misinformation can spillover and have undesirable
effects also in other contexts that are not directly targeted by misinformation attacks.
Understanding the impact of such indirect misinformation on individuals and organizations
in the short and long run will provide us with a more comprehensive overview of the scope of
the problem, helping to prompt media literacy skills and making individuals less vulnerable
to misinformation.
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